
“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush fires in 
people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams 
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Biden Defames
Independence Hall
Former Vice President Biden conducted his third prime-time
address to the Nation on September 1, 2022 since January 20,
2021. Traveling to Philadelphia, Biden’s address was delivered from
Independence Hall. Those who occupy the White House dubbed the
speech as “The Soul of the Nation”. The dialog appealed to the
Constitutional concept of “We the People” and demonstrated
Patriotic values initially. American values that would have been
believable if it had been delivered by a lawfully erected President
with moral values and love of Country. 

However, coming from the likes of Biden, the address came off as                                                  TCCR Staff Photo 
nothing than more political rage directed to those Americans who identify themselves as MAGA 
Republicans. The real agenda could not be concealed. The prime-time speech reflects the urgency Biden 
places on the MAGA Republicans.  The MAGA concept poses a risk to the democracy as defined by 
Communists. 

Biden, flanked by two Marines bathed in traditional “Communist Red” as a back ground, denigrated the 
site where our “Founding Fathers” gave birth to the American Republic. George Washington, Thomas 
Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin rejected the concept of a democracy in favor of a republic in this “Haloed 
Room”. The former Vise President, who has never created anything in his entire life, a man who’s only 
accomplishment is that of heading the “Biden Crime Family”, by contrast, reveals the true danger to the 
Liberty Americans have enjoyed since the founding. 
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September 5, 2022

Rumble at 
REC 
Continues

TCCR Staff Photo                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

The Establishment vs Constitutional Patriots
On September 1, 2022, the St. Johns County Republican Executive Committee (REC) met at the World 
Golf Village Conference Center for their monthly business meeting. Since former Vice President Biden 
seized power, with the help of “Establishment Republicans”  (RINOs) on January 20, 2021, “Patriotic 
Americans: are joining RECs because they feel they must do something to stop the destruction of 
America and there's no other place to go. The new members believe joining the GOP will provide a path 
to a political solution, as opposed to civil war. 

In St. Johns County Florida as the numbers of reform minded Republicans grew. the monthly REC 
meetings become more disruptive and uncontrollable. Recent Republican Primary election activities, in 
August 2022, have added to the Rumple at the REC. The new precinct committeemen and 
committeewomen promoted grassroots candidates that the establishment Republican members would 
not accept, just as the Party’s leadership never accepted the Tea Party candidates at the inception of 
the Constitutional Patriotic movement in 2009 and 2010. 

In 2022, REC RINO operatives manipulated the elections to favor their incumbent candidates, according 
to SJC REC member sources. The Grassroots REC members are also looking into possible election fraud 
as counting was stopped at critical periods of the tabulation mirroring methods used during the 2020 
general election. Few Grassroots Candidates will be on the ballot in the November General Election.

The alleged election manipulation occurred in spite of the fact that RINOs are in the minority as 
demonstrated by a REC meeting called by the Membership on July 28, 2022. The REC’s Board canceled 
the August Meeting and called for a September 1, 2022 meeting with special restrictions aimed at the 
new members.  The Special Membership Meeting, beside being a rare occurrence but a legal meeting, 
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demonstrated not only a quorum, but an overwhelming majority. Sufficient strength to control a 
monthly meeting if Robert’s Rules are properly applied to Constitutional Patriot interests. 

REC Board’s Way
REC Members No Way
REC Chairman, Roy Alaimo brought forward the "RESOLUTION TO REMOVE
PORNOGRAPHIC BOOKS FROM ST JOHNS COUNTY SCHOOLS". Which passed
thanks to the reform minded new REC members. The meeting pretty much went
sideways after that and then downhill. The Grassroots Patriots passed ten
motions at a Special Membership Meeting on July 28th which addressed rule
violations and other issues by  “Old Guard REC Members”.                                                              FB Image         

The current REC Board chose to not recognize the Membership Meeting, thereby revealing the divide 
and corruption within the SJC REC.  Alaimo did not bring up any of the motions or resolutions passed by 
the Special Meeting of the REC on July 28th, except the Porno Resolution. In fact, Alaimo pretended that 
the Special Meeting never happened. The election of the District 1 Chair was ignored which should have
been brought up regardless of the special meeting. The validation of new members was not brought up.
The Chairman was about to close the new business agenda item when Joe Ryan decided to make a 
motion concerning James Beehive. The way Alaimo handled the Beehive. motion and then after that a 
Woodard motion made it apparent that Alaimo knew about the special meeting and had planned to 
negate it. Many of the members present allege that Jon Woodard committed a First Degree 
Misdemeanor when he filed a false police report during the REC March meeting and want him removed 
from the REC. “Twelve years of bullying is enough,” a Tea Party member proclaimed.

Chairman Alaimo uses his self styled “Robert’s Rules” as a weapon to deny member voices from being 
heard. The Chairman closed the meeting while people were standing to be heard and with a motion on 
the floor regarding Jon Woodard. Apparently REC Chairman, Roy Alaimo, had had enough of the 
Rumble. He gaveled the meeting to an end without a motion to adjourn. He was escorted out with law 
enforcement protection. Paid off duty law enforcement officers now appear to be a permanent 
presence at REC meetings. A long standing Tea Party member suggested that the meeting be 
“Continued “claiming many issues could be resolved. Forcing the Old Guard to follow the rules, Robert’s
Rules, will get more done than engaging in a Rumble… but hey, “Rumbles are Fun” especially when 
you're dealing with cowards.    
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September 15, 2022

Do Democrats/Communists really
want to take away your 2nd 
Amendment Right to Bear Arms?
 

Ben sends:
Today I thought I would look into what all the fuss was over guns
and who was behind it. The information on Mayors of cities comes
from doing a general search of the mayors of the cities listed at
the website below, which contains the top 65 cities in the US.
regarding murder rates per capita: Of course, Communist
Democrats always point at these statistics using the words, "GUN
VIOLENCE!" And the answer is, "none", to the question of how
much murder is associated with, "HAMMER, ICE PICK, BRICK,
KNIFE, CAR, TRUCK, BASEBALL BAT, BEATING TO DEATH, POISON,
HANGING ROPE, PUSHING OVER A CLIFF, STRANGULATION, etc.,
violence". The reason is that the New World Order is not afraid
that the citizenry is going to "baseball bat violence" or "hammer
violence" (oddly one of the favorite weapons of outlaw bikers)
them to death, especially when they control all the guns. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      TCCR Staff Photo

https://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/murder-map-deadliest-u-s-cities/19/  Dated 2/23/22 

This is the general result (without dealing with fractions of percentages) of what is probably the actual 
problem regarding guns in America. The short version is that we have enemies of the state, running 
America an all levels. 

1.  THE TOP 15 CITIES OF THE 65 WORST: 12 have Negro Democrat Mayors; 2 have a Caucasian 
Democrat Mayors (#4,9); 1 has a Republican Mayor (#14). The leaders of these cities are: 79.92% Negro 
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Democrats - 13.32% Caucasian Democrats - 6.66% Caucasian Republicans. Total Democrat Mayors in 
top 15 = 93.24% 

2.  THE TOP 30 CITIES OF THE 65 WORST (including the 15 above): 21 have Negro Democrat Mayors 
(69.93%); 7 have Caucasian Democrat Mayors (23.31%); 1 has a Republican Mayor (#14, 3.33%); 1 has 
an Independent (#29,3.33%). Total Democrat Mayors in top 30 ( Independent not included 3.33%): 
93.24%. (Hmm...93.24%, the same as the top 15!) 

In the total of 65 top MURDER PER CAPITA CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 58 (89.23%) are run by 
Democrats, 4  (6.152%) are run by Republicans (#63, 48, 45, and 14), and 3 (4.614%)  are run by 
Independents (#50, 33, and 29). Seeing that Independents caucus with Democrats, 95.386% of the top 
65 most deadly cities in America are run by these Democrat/Communist people. They are enemies of 
freedom, disdainful of a God other than the State, and through their duplicitous, and traitorous 
constant pressure to collapse the Republic, pose the most clear danger to the immediate loss of our 
Constitutional liberties, the very foundation of American freedom. 

Do not make the mistake of convincing yourself that the information above is just happenstance. It is 
not. It is one small part of a plan to bring the Republic to its knees, on many fronts, at the same time. 
What is happening is a very well planned debacle that has traction around the world, not just in our 
country. Like all coins, this one only has two sides; one of darkness and the other of light. Each 
individual will have to choose heads or tails and muster the courage to make whatever sacrifice is 
necessary to defend their commitment. 

Check the fact source above. Then ask the question; "Have I ever met a Communist that wanted me to 
be armed, shared common core values regarding freedom, or that I really actually liked?" Remember, 
these people are probably as dedicated, if not more, to their doctrine than you are to yours. Like Islam, 
they will not surrender. They take ground with fierce determination and equally detest retreat. Don't 
feel bad if you say yes to the earlier question. Everyone in the Democratic Communist Party answers yes
to that question! For comradeship, you just need to join them and share their common doctrine. Don't 
let the fact that they will betray you, keep you, from nurturing new friendships. You will have lots of 
new friends; at least until you don't. Some wise person made sure that the word, "Democrat", fit the 
modern human party member (from Old Portuguese, demo (“demon; devil”)...and...(RAT – an 
opportunistic cunning rodent, responsible for carrying deadly diseases). Of course, a dedicated 
Democrat will certainly find more palatable definitions, but they won't be more accurate.

By Ben Rich
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September 28, 2022

Illegals'
Death
March
By Roderick T. Beaman
Let’s see if I have this straight.  More
than a million illegal immigrants
hiked thousands of miles on an unpaved                                                                                                  FB Image    
road through jungle heat & humidity to ford across a river to enter this country illegally.

Along the way, they were exposed to jungle heat and humidity, multiple swarms of mosquitoes and 
other flying and crawling insects, possibly venomous, all of them possibly disease carrying & predatory 
animals, including alligator and crocodiles, looking for easy meals.  Their shelters consisted of makeshift 
tents & blankets.  Other than any food they happened to carry with them and the kindness of strangers,
they would either have had to purchase or forage for it.  Once they crossed the border, they had to 
confront the same problems. 

So 50 of them volunteered for Florida Gov. Ron Desantis to fly to 
Martha’s Vineyard, a place where the temperature rarely goes above 85 
and where the biggest dangers are the golf carts that vacationers use for
sightseeing and liberals are up in arms over it.   Funny, they made no 
complaints about the Biden administration welcoming those people to 
make those long deadly marches through Mexico and Central America.  
Why don’t they try to hold Biden and his administration responsible for 
those deaths.  

TCCR Staff Photo                                  And, BTW, how many have there been?  And how come we’ve not heard
about them?  Oh that’s right! Deaths are  only important if they can be blamed on Republican.
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

 

There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up 
for individual Liberty.
Come join us.  We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve the Liberty. We are blessed 
to see the awakening of America.    

 Lance L. Thate,   

Town Crier Committee Chairman
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report 
lancethate@Gmail.com 
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The Goal of Socialism is

 Communism

DEFEND
LIBERTY

PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS
TO:

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party 
PO BOX 451 East Palatka

Fl.`32131
    Donations are not currently deductible.
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